Abstract-This paper presents three algebraic methods for constructing nonbinary quasi-cyclic (QC)-LDPC codes. Three classes of efficiently encodable QC-LDPC codes over nonbinary finite fields are constructed. Experimental results show that constructed codes decoded with iterative decoding perform well over the AWGN channel and they achieve significant coding gains over Reed-Solomon(RS) codes of the same lengths and rates decoded with algebraic decoding.
I. Introduction
Since the rediscovery of LDPC codes [1] in the late 1990's [2] [3] as a class of Shannon-limit approaching codes, a great deal of research effort has been expended in the design and construction of these codes. However, most of the research effort has been focused on binary codes for iterative decoding, very little on nonbinay codes. Nonbianry LDPC codes and their iterative decoding with q-ary sum-product algorithm (QSPA) were first investigated by Davey and MacKay [4] . To reduce decoding complexity, MacKay and Davey [5] also introduced a Fast Fourier Transform based QSPA (FFT-QSPA) for decoding nonbinary codes. Since their works, very little progress has been made in either construction or decoding of nonbinary LDPC codes. Most recently, FFT-QSPA for decoding nonbinary LDPC codes was further investigated by Barnaut, Declercq and Fossorier [6] , [7] . The FFT-QSPA significantly reduces the computational complexity of the QSPA without any performance degradation.
This paper is concerned with algebraic constructions of nonbinary LDPC codes with quasi-cyclic (QC) structure, called QC-LDPC codes. QC-LDPC codes have encoding advantage over other types of LDPC codes. Encoding of a QC-LDPC code can be implemented using simple shift-registers with linear complexity [8] . Well designed QC-LDPC codes can achieve very good performance in terms of bit-error probability, block-error probability, error-floor and decoding convergence, collectively [9] - [12] . The proposed constructions of nonbinary QC-LDPC codes are based on finite fields, their additive subgroups, cyclic subgroups, and primitive elements.
In this paper, we only consider constructions of nonbinary regular QC-LDPC codes. A q-ary regular QC-LDPC code is given by the null space over GF (q) of an array H of sparse circulants of the same size over GF (q), where H as a matrix over GF (q) has the following structural properties: (1) each row has weight ρ; (2) each column has weight γ; and (3) no two rows (or two columns) have more than one position where they both have nonzero components. Structural property (3) is referred to as the row-column (RC)-constraint. The RCconstraint ensures that: (1) the minimum distance of the QC-LDPC code given by the null space of H is at least γ + 1; and (2) the girth of the Tanner graph [13] of the code is at least 6 [14] , [15] . Algebraic constructions of q-ary QC-LDPC codes were recently investigated by Zeng et.al [16] .
A q-ary LDPC code with q as a power of 2 (i.e., q = 2 m ) can be decoded with either the QSPA given in [4] or the FFT-QSPA given in [5] - [7] . Since the FFT-QSPA is more efficient than the conventional QSPA, we use the FFT-QSPA in decoding the codes given in the examples.
II. Special Vector Representations of Finite Field Elements
Consider the Galois field GF (q) where q is a power of a prime. Let α be a primitive element of GF (q). Then the powers of α, α
give all the elements of GF (q) and α q−1 = 1. The q − 1 nonzero elements of GF (q) form the multiplicative group of GF (q) under the multiplication operation. For each nonzero element
, whose components correspond to the q − 1 nonzero elements of GF(q), where the ith component z i = α i and all the other components are equal to zero. The weight of z(α i ) is equal to one. This (q − 1)-tuple over GF (q) is called the q-ary location-vector of the field element α i . The q-ary location-vector of the 0-element of GF (q) is defined as the all-zero (q − 1)-tuple, z(0) = (0, 0, . . . , 0). It is clear that the q-ary location-vectors of two different nonzero field elements α i and α j are different and their nonzero components are at two different locations, i and j.
Let δ be a nonzero element of GF (q). Then the q-ary location-vector z(αδ) of the field element αδ is the cyclicshift (one place to the right) of the location-vector z(δ) of δ multiplied by α. Form a (q − 1) × (q − 1) matrix A over GF (q) with the location-vectors of δ, αδ, · · · , α q−2 δ as its rows. Each row (or each column) of A contains one and only one nonzero element in GF (q). A is a special type of circulant in which each row is the right cyclic-shift of the row above it multiplied by α and the first row is the right cyclic-shift of the last row multiplied by α. We call A a q-ary α-multiplied circulant permutation matrix.
III. Nonbinary QC-LDPC Codes Constructed Based on the Additive Subgroups of Finite Fields
Let q = p m where p is prime and m is a positive integer. Consider the Galois field GF (q) which is an extension field of GF (p). Let α be a primitive element of GF (q). Then α 0 = 1, α, · · · , α m−1 are linearly independent elements over GF (p). Each element in GF (q) can be expressed as a linear combination, c 0 α
(1) Since two cosets of G 1 are disjoint, two different rows of W differ in every place and every element of GF (q) appears once and only once in W. The zero element of GF (q) appears at the first position of the first row of W.
For each row w i of W with 0 ≤ i < p m−t , we form the following (q − 1) × p t matrix over GF (q) with
q−2 w i as rows:
(2) W i has the following structural properties: (1) For i = 0, the q−1 entries of each column are distinct and they form the q−1 nonzero elements of GF (q); (2) For i = 0, the components of the first column of W 0 are all zeros and the components of any other column of W 0 are the q − 1 nonzero elements of GF (q); and (3) any two rows (or two columns) differ in every position. The above process of expanding the ith row w i of W to form the matrix W i is referred to as the (q − 1)-fold vertical expansion of w i .
Lemma 1: For 0 ≤ i, j < p m−t , i = j, and 0 ≤ k, l < q−1, two rows α k w i and α l w j from two different matrices, W i and W j , have at most one position where they both have the same symbol from GF (q), i.e., they differ in at least p t − 1 positions.
Proof: Suppose there are two different positions, n and s with 0 ≤ n, s < p t , where α k w i and α l w j have identical symbols. Then
. These two equalities imply that i = j or n = s which contradict to the assumptions that i = j and n = s. This proves the lemma.
For 
where the submatrix A 0,0 is a (q − 1) × (q − 1) zero matrix and all the other submatrices 1 satisfies the RC-constraint. We note that H qc,1 is simply obtained from matrix W by the combination of (q−1)-fold vertical and q-ary horizontal expansions. This combination of (q−1)-fold vertical and q-ary horizontal expansions of a matrix is referred to as the (q − 1)-fold q-ary dispersion of the matrix. Each nonzero entry in W is dispersed into a (q − 1) × (q − 1) α-multiplied circulant permutation matrix over GF (q) and the single zero entry in W is dispersed into a (q − 1) × (q − 1) zero matrix. H qc,1 is the called the (q − 1)-fold q-ary dispersion of W .
For any pair (γ, ρ) of integers, γ and ρ,
it is a regular matrix with column and row weights γ and ρ, respectively. The null space over GF (q) of H qc,1 (γ, ρ) gives a q-ary (γ, ρ)-regular QC-LDPC code C qc,1 of length ρ(q − 1) with rate at least (ρ − γ)/ρ and minimum distance at least γ + 1, whose Tanner graph has a girth of at least 6 (i.e. free of cycles of length 4). If H qc,1 (γ, ρ) contains the zero matrix A 0,0 of H qc,1 , then the null space over GF (q) of H qc,1 (γ, ρ) gives a near-regular QC-LDPC code over GF (q). The above construction gives a class of q-ary QC-LDPC codes. Figure 1 (2 10 ) decoded with the Euclidean algorithm [15] is also included in Figure 1(a) . We see that at SER (symbol-error rate) of 10 −6 , the 64-ary (756, 519) QC-LDPC code achieves a 2.5 dB coding gain over the (756, 518, 239) shortened RS code over GF (2 10 ). Figure 1(b) . We see that at the SER (symbol-error rate) of 10 −6 , the performance gap between 5 and 50 iterations is about 0.3 dB.
(a). For comparison, the performance of a (756, 518, 239) shortened RS code over GF

Of course, this coding gain is achieved at the expense of larger computational complexity. However, we must note that the symbol size of the RS code is 16 times larger than that of the 64-ary QC-LDPC code. In terms of bits, the RS code is longer than the QC-LDPC code by 3024 bits. The rate of decoding convergence of the 64-ary (756, 519) QC-LDPC code is shown in
IV. Nonbinary QC-LDPC Codes Constructed Based on Cyclic Subgroups of Finite Fields
Again we consider the field GF (q) with α as a primitive element. Suppose q −1 is not a prime. We can factor q −1 into two relatively prime factors k and m such that q − 1 = km. Fig. 1(a) . The performance of the (756, 519) 64-ary code given in Example 1, where BER, SER and BLER stand for bit-error, symbol-error and blockerror rates, respectively. 
. . .
(4) where the elements of the last column are all equal to "-1". G has the following structural properties: (1) any two rows in G agree only at the last position; (2) any two columns differ in every position; (3) all the k elements in a column (except for the last column) are different; (4) all the elements in a row are different; and (5) except for the element "-1" in the last column, every other element of GF (q) appears once and only once.
For each row g i of G with 0 ≤ i < k, we perform (q − 1)-fold vertical expansion (as described in Section III) to form
Any two rows from any two of these matrices satisfy the property given by Lemma 2 with a proof similar to the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2: For 0 ≤ i, j < k, i = j, and 0 ≤ l, n < q − 1, two rows α l g i and α n g j from two different matrices, G i and G j , can not have more than one position where they both have the same symbol in GF (q), i.e., they differ in at least m positions.
Form
T . Next we perform (q − 1)-fold q-ary horizontal expansion of each submatrix G i of M by representing the entries of G i with their q-ary location vectors. This horizontal expansion results in the following k × (m + 1) arrays of (q − 1) × (q − 1) submatrices over GF (q), 
matrix with column and row weights γ and ρ, respectively. The null space over GF (q) of H qc,2 (γ, ρ) gives a (γ, ρ)-regular QC-LDPC code over GF (q) of length ρ(q − 1) with rate at least (ρ − γ)/ρ and minimum distance at least γ + 1, whose Tanner graph has a girth of at least 6. If A 0,0 is included in H qc,2 (γ, ρ), then the null space over GF (q) of H qc,2 (γ, ρ) gives a near-regular QC-LDPC code over GF (q). The above construction gives a class of QC-LDPC codes over GF (q).
Example 2: Consider GF (2 6 ). We can factor 2 6 − 1 = 63 into two relatively prime factors 7 and 9. Let k = 7 and m = 9. It follows from the above array construction that we can construct a 7×10 array H qc,2 = [A i,j ] of 69 α-multiplied 63× 63 circulant permutation matrices over GF (2 6 ) and a single 63 × 63 zero matrix A 0,0 . Choose γ = 4 and ρ = 9. We take a 4×9 subarray H qc,2 (4, 9) Figure 2 . Also included in Figure 2 
iK } be the set of primitive elements of GF (q). Let i 0 = 0. We add the element α i0 = 1 to P to form the set
(6) We find that matrix Q has the following structural properties: (1) any two rows differ in every position; (2) any two columns differ in every position; and (3) every row (or every column) has one and only one zero element; and (4) the K + 1 zero elements lie on the main diagonal of the matrix.
Applying the q-ary (q − 1)-fold vertical and horizontal expansions to Q as described in Section III, we obtain a 3 are zero matrices and all the other submatrices A i,j 's with i = j in H qc,3 are α-multiplied (q − 1) × (q − 1) circulant permutation matrices. H qc,3 is a (K + 1)(q − 1) × (K + 1)(q − 1) matrix over GF (q) with both column and row weights K. It can be proved that H qc,3 satisfies the RC-constraint (similar to the proofs of the RCconstraint on H qc,1 and H qc,2 given in Sections III and IV). As a result, the null space over GF (q) of any subarray H qc,3 (γ, ρ) of H qc,3 with 1 ≤ γ, ρ ≤ K + 1 gives a QC-LDPC code over GF (q) whose Tanner graph has a girth of at least 6. The above construction gives a class of q-ary QC-LDPC codes. 
VI. Conclusion and Remarks
In this paper, we have presented three algebraic methods for constructing nonbinary QC-LDPC codes. Three classes of QC-LDPC codes over nonbinary fields have been constructed. Three example codes have been given and shown to achieve significant coding gains over RS codes of the same lengths and rates over the AWGN channel using BPSK transmission. The proposed construction methods can also be used to construct binary QC-LDPC codes. In this case, the binary locationvector of a nonzero field element α i is then defined as a (q−1)-tuple, z(α i ) = (z 0 , z 1 , · · · , z q−2 ), over GF (2) where z i = 1 and all the other components are equal to zero [11] , [12] . The binary location-vector of the 0-element is again defined as the all-zero (q − 1)-tuple. Using binary location-vectors of field elements for (q − 1)-fold horizontal expansion, the three proposed constructions give three classes of binary QC-LDPC codes.
